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Photo courtesy of Autodesk This article covers the basic tasks of starting and using AutoCAD. We recommend that you also review our article on how to set up AutoCAD. See our other articles on AutoCAD for more advanced topics and tips. Main Menu The default toolbars on the AutoCAD main menu are the 2D and 3D toolbar. The 2D toolbar contains the standard drawing commands used in most 2D drafting and CAD tasks. The 3D toolbar contains
commands for 3D drafting and modeling. AutoCAD supports two major types of 2D drafting: 2D drafting using the 2D Drafting window and 2D drafting using the 2D Drafting & Annotation window. AutoCAD also supports two types of 3D drafting: 3D drafting using the 3D Drafting window and 3D drafting using the 3D Drafting & Annotation window. You can also add custom toolbars to the main menu. You can add three to four custom toolbars to the
main menu, each of which contains commands from one or more of the available toolbars. The main menu is also where you create new drawings, open drawings, save drawings, and exit the application. The main menu contains three sections: Basic Editing (Standard) Organize (Misc) File (Save As) Basic Editing This section contains commands for editing, manipulating, and organizing drawings in a drawing. It also contains the commands for creating a
new drawing. The commands in the Basic Editing section are located in the Main menu's Basic Editing submenu. The submenu is located at the far left of the Basic Editing section. The submenu contains commands for standard editing operations such as deleting or moving objects, and for editing text and dimensions. If you have created custom toolbars or toolbars with custom commands, you can add those commands to the submenu. The following
commands are available in the Basic Editing submenu: Select All (Command-1) Selects all objects in the active viewport. Select Objects (Ctrl-click, Command-click) Selects one or more objects. Unselect All (Command-9) Unselects all objects in the active viewport. Toggle Object Selection (Ctrl-click, Command-click) Toggles the selection of one or more objects. Select (Window menu) Selects the active viewport.
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Introduction to AutoCAD The ability to create and modify drawings has been recognized as a hallmark of AutoCAD since the program's inception in 1984. Software as a service (SaaS) products including several CAD-specific SaaS applications have emerged in recent years and offer increased functionality for the AutoCAD user. Product innovation has also become increasingly visible. In September 2007, AutoCAD Enterprise Architecture was released
for licensing. This product provides an architectural CAD application tailored to organizations of over 100 users that work on large scale projects. AutoCAD (2016) was the first product to receive the official CAD Technology Innovation Award. AutoCAD Type 2, was released in February 2017. This new version is the first version to natively support 3D CAD models (3DS, 3DSMAX) and improve the user experience. AutoCAD 2017 introduced the ability
to send Digital Models to the AutoCAD Architecture Server (AAS) which is used for creating 3D Architectural structures, Architectural libraries and coordinating AutoCAD users. History AutoCAD was originally called Microstation and was started by Data General and Sequoia Capital at MIT in 1984, with an initial release in 1985. Autodesk acquired Microstation in 1994, renaming it AutoCAD, and then released AutoCAD in version 2.0 in 1997.
AutoCAD was developed under a collaborative environment with extensive user involvement. For a number of years, the first version of AutoCAD was available only to registered users on Data General's MassStorage network. In 1987, the software was licensed to other providers in Europe, and by 1988 other licensed users could use AutoCAD. With the advent of Windows-based personal computers, a single version of the software was released with the
operating system (the original AutoCAD shipped with DOS and Windows 1.0). In 1995, the AutoCAD 9.0 version was released as the first completely Microsoft Windows-based application. However, the Microstation developer's kit (MDK) remained the only means of developing a full-featured version of AutoCAD until 1994. In 1998, the AutoCAD 2000 development project was started and released as AutoCAD 2000 with AutoCAD 2000 version 1.0
released in September 1999. In September 2000, AutoCAD 2000 was replaced with AutoCAD LT. In September 2001, AutoCAD 2009 was released as AutoCAD 2009 version a1d647c40b
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What's New in the AutoCAD?

Better graphic editing in hand-drawn and scanned drawings. Convert hand-drawn and scanned objects and easily alter their lines and edges, with tools that perform better in thin areas and on curved lines. (video: 1:24 min.) Manage and edit 1,200 scales for drawings that contain multiple scales. Drawing groups: Create groups for commonly used objects and instantly share these groups with others. (video: 3:36 min.) Multiple user access with extended
security: Share your drawing with all users, limited to view only, or share only parts of your drawing with specific users. (video: 1:36 min.) Support for multiple users: Create drawings that can be shared or viewed only by specific users. Networking: Exchange drawings with other users, or with other CAD applications, using a cloud service. (video: 1:42 min.) Progressive Web Apps: Use your Internet connection to load drawings directly to your mobile
device. (video: 1:50 min.) Drawing 3D modeling: ProBuild 3D: Import CAD components directly into drawings or edit them with CAD tools. Bespoke: Easily create your own bespoke objects and integrate them with drawings and designs. Bespoke offers one-click access to importing, editing, and exporting of CAD objects. Case management: Save drawings and files from one project to the next with case management. CadBoard: Create and share your own
family of vector drawings. CadBoard gives you one-click access to importing, editing, and exporting of CAD objects. Customized Toolbars and Menus: Add toolbars to your drawing that contain shortcuts to commonly used commands or objects. Insert toolbars as new drawing panels. Create drawings with a menu of objects that give you quick access to common objects or functions. Complex commands in the Ribbon: Reduce the number of mouse clicks
you have to complete common tasks. Use keyboard shortcuts to complete tasks quickly and easily. Reactions to user feedback in shared annotations: Receive feedback from anyone who shares your annotation. You can respond to user feedback immediately, even if you're offline. Faster collaboration with ideas, changes, and revisions: Collabor
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System Requirements:

*Windows 7 or higher (other operating systems may work but not tested) *2GB RAM minimum, 8GB recommended *12GB space minimum *Internet Explorer version 10 or higher recommended *Currently in Beta Testing and Steamworks Support (Mac OSX and Linux versions in process) *High FPS recommended *The game's main focus is FPS, and is very CPU-intensive. *The game is still in development and has a lot of optimization and features to
be added. *The demo version only includes the
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